
When it’s too fast to see, and too important not to.®

Exploring the critical role of frame grabbers and effective image stitching in the 
high-speed machine vision ecosystem.

Optimizing High-Speed Machine Vision 
with Frame Grabbers

W HITE PA PER

High-speed streaming cameras are breaking new ground for machine 
vision (MV) by transforming it from a process control tool into a diagnostic 
tool. Traditionally, MV systems integrate commercial off-the-shelf imaging 
sensors, lighting modules and processors to guide, inspect or identify parts 
as they move along production lines. Compared to human operators, MV 
systems are fast, accurate and repeatable and can go a long way toward 
increasing productivity in fast-paced manufacturing environments.

High-speed cameras expand these capabilities and benefits to capture 
what traditional MV systems cannot. Thanks to their high resolution, fast 
frame rates and streaming capabilities, high-speed cameras enable MV in 
challenging applications that require real-time analysis or long record times 
like semiconductor inspection, 3D printing and space shuttle launches.

However, high-speed cameras are just one part of the larger MV ecosystem. 
To work effectively, they need the right supporting technologies that 
can overcome challenges related to data handling and management — 
especially at high frame rates.
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THE POWER OF PHANTOM® 
MACHINE VISION CAMERAS
Compared to traditional MV cameras, high-speed 
streaming cameras feature custom-designed 
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) 
sensors up to 9 megapixels (Mpx), as well as exposure 
times as low as 1 microsecond (µs) and speeds up to 
680,000 frames per second (fps). For example, the 
world’s highest-throughput machine vision cameras, 
Vision Research’s Phantom S991 and previous S990, 
combine world-class high-speed image quality with 
direct data transfer speeds up to 9 gigapixels per 
second (Gpx/sec), or 70 Gbps, and can capture 938 fps 
at full 9-Mpx resolution. 

Other examples include: the Phantom S710, a 1-Mpx 
camera that achieves 7 Gpx/sec of data throughput 
(60 Gbps); the Phantom S640, a 4-Mpx camera that 
achieves 6 Gpx/sec of data throughput (over 48 Gbps); 
and the Phantom S210 and S200, compact cameras 
that achieve 2 Gpx/sec of data throughput, yielding 
very detailed images at fast frame rates. At the same 
time, they are designed to utilize as much light as 
possible. Their CMOS sensors feature pixel sizes as 
large as 20 microns, resulting in high native ISO and 
enabling these cameras to achieve excellent image 
quality despite the low exposure times necessary for 
high-speed MV applications.

In addition to their sophisticated sensor technology, 
Phantom high-speed streaming cameras utilize 
standard protocols that maximize their usability. For 
example, they rely on copper CoaXPress (CXP) cable 
technology, enabling them to transfer vast amounts 
of data directly to a frame grabber, PC or long-record 
digital video recorder (DVR) unit that has terabytes 
of available space. The CXP6 protocol is a very fast 
standard data transfer method, with each copper 
cable achieving data transfer rates of 6.25 gigabytes 
(GB) per second from the camera to the backend 
receiver machine. The more recent CXP12 standard 
doubles this rate, making both CXP6 and CXP12 ideal 
for cameras requiring high throughput. A second 
standard protocol utilized by high-speed MV cameras 
is GenICam, a generic programming interface that 
facilitates camera configuration and integration into 
existing systems.

Thanks to their combination of fast frame rates, high 
resolution and available data throughput, high-speed 
MV cameras are useful in many industrial and scientific 
applications that have microscale subject matter. 
For example, in semiconductor wafer inspection 
processes, they can reduce wafer processing times by 
providing high pixel resolution in regions of interest, 
allowing operators to detect subtle variations between 
the light and dark areas indicating a defect. Other 
emerging application areas for streaming cameras 
include the life sciences — e.g. cell diagnostics, vial 
identification, hemolysis and cytometry — ballistics 
testing, laser welding, 3D printing and much more.

STITCHING AND IMAGE 
THRASHING CHALLENGES
High-speed streaming cameras are only one piece 
of the MV ecosystem, however. To truly maximize 
the cameras’ capabilities, users must have the right 
technologies in place to manage the vast amounts of 
data coming in off of the streaming cameras. Frame 
grabbers address these challenges by enabling real-
time data processing and surpassing a traditional 
camera’s limited RAM in long-record time applications.Phantom S200
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Using the standard CXP protocol, MV streaming 
cameras transfer data to the backend frame grabbers. 
This data is then processed on the fly either in the frame 
grabber field programmable gate array (FPGA) or 
graphics processing unit (GPU) that is plugged into the 
computer motherboard via the Peripheral Component 
Interconnect Express (PCI-e) bus standard. This 
streaming ability also avoids the time-consuming 
process of saving data to a traditional camera’s RAM 
before downloading it to a computer in long-record 
applications. On each Phantom streaming camera, 
users can utilize up to 16 standard CXP6 channels. 
In a process called stitching, the camera divides the 
transmitted images by rows, interleaves the images 
as they arrive in the frame grabber FPGA. Then each 
image is “stitched” back together using a simple 
algorithm.

Despite its benefits, however, high-speed MV is not 
without its challenges. First, while stitching is a vital 
part of the high-speed streaming process, it takes 
up computing resources and can require lengthy 
processing times if not addressed properly. A second 
issue that has emerged, particularly at higher frame 
rates, is image “thrashing,” which occurs when the 
volume of incoming frames outpaces the CPU of the 
host PC. In other words, the computer, as it receives 
and processes the high number of frames, can’t keep 
up and subsequently fails. Thrashing typically occurs 
at higher frame rates, usually around 20,000 fps and 
higher.

To address both the stitching and thrashing issues, 
two frame grabber manufacturers have stepped up to 
the plate with unique processing solutions.

HOW EURESYS AND BITFLOW 
PERFORM IMAGE STITCHING
One frame grabber company is Euresys, which has 
more than 30 years of experience in analog and digital 
video acquisition, FPGA programming, high-frequency 
electronics, video compression, streaming and camera 
control. The company is a renowned designer and 
provider of FPGA IP cores, frame grabbers and image 
processing software — all of which find use in the 
computer vision, factory automation, medical imaging 
and video surveillance markets. While Euresys makes 
many different types of frame grabbers, its Coaxlink 
series for CoaXPress standard interfaces is among its 
most popular models. These frame grabbers feature 
one to eight CoaXPress connections for all speeds 
between CXP-1 and CXP-12.

Euresys Frame Grabber Inputs Camera Bandwidth

Coaxlink Quad G3 Board Four CXP-6 inputs Up to 2.5 GB/sec

Coaxlink Octo Board Eight CXP-6 inputs Up to 5 GB/sec

Coaxlink Mono CXP-12 One CXP-12 input Up to 1.25 GB/sec

Coaxlink Duo CXP-12 Two CXP-12 inputs Up to 2.5 GB/sec

Coaxlink Quad CXP-12 Four CXP-12 inputs Up to 5 GB/sec
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CoaXPress-over-Fiber:  
The Latest Technology in  
Machine Vision 
CoaXPress 2.0, the latest version of 
the CoaXPress specification, specifies 
the CXP-12 speed, a 12.5 Gbps link 
over a coaxial copper cable. With link 
aggregation, four CXP-12 links can 
achieve a maximum bandwidth of 50 
Gbps (12.5 x 4). CoaXPress-over-Fiber 
is an add-on to the CoaXPress 2.0 
specification and provides a way to run 
an unmodified CoaXPress protocol 
over a standard Ethernet connection 
— including fiber optics. CoaXPress-
over-Fiber uses standard electronics, 
connectors and cables designed for 
Ethernet, but the protocol is CoaXPress 
rather than Ethernet or GigE Vision.

CoaXPress-over-Fiber bandwidth is 4 x 
10 Gbps on a single QSFP+ (Quad, or four 
times SFP+) module for a total of 40 Gbps 
per fiber. This is just less than the net 
bandwidth of four CXP-12 links over four 
copper coaxial cables. Vision Research 
has incorporated this technology into its 
latest Machine Vision camera offering, 
the Phantom S991. The S991 provides the 
same throughput as its predecessor, the 
S990, but uses only two simple QSFP+ 
modules and fiber cables. Euresys also 
introduced a CXP-over-Fiber frame 
grabber, and BitFlow intends to release 
the technology in 2022. 
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Phantom streaming cameras feature up to four banks 
of four CXP-6 connections for each bank, resulting 
in sixteen total connections. To achieve the highest 
speeds at the highest resolution, users must connect 
four Coaxlink Quad G3 boards or two Coaxlink Octo 
boards to a single camera — a setup that reduces 
the number of required PCI-e slots. To illustrate the 
data transfer from the camera to the PC, consider a 
situation in which a Phantom streaming camera is 
connected to four Coaxlink Quad G3 frame grabbers. 
Once the camera has acquired a new image, the 
image is split into several parts that are distributed 
between the four banks. Each part of the image is then 
transferred to a different frame grabber.

In a standard application, each frame grabber allocates 
its own set of memory buffers and transfers its portion 
of the image into one of its own buffers. Once all the 
image parts are available in the memory buffers, the 
application would have to stitch them together into a 
larger buffer to obtain the whole image — an operation 
that would involve the CPU of the host PC, which is not 
optimal.

One of the benefits to using Euresys frame grabbers 
is that the Coaxlink driver can allocate the same set 
of buffers to all the frame grabbers available in the 
host PC, and each Coaxlink board can be configured 
to transfer its data at relevant locations in the buffer. 
When all the frame grabbers transfer their data, the 
image stitching is therefore performed on the fly. 
The same principle can be applied to two Coaxlink 
Octo boards. In both cases, the CPU of the host PC 
is not involved at all, offering a great advantage. This 
capability also makes Coaxlink frame grabbers an 
ideal match for Phantom series cameras.

“We have also recently added new functionality to our 
eGrabber SDK that now automatically detects when 
a multi-bank camera is connected to multiple frame 
grabbers in the same PC,” says Michael Cyros, Vice 
President of Sales and Support, Euresys. “This sets 
up the stitching required for each Phantom streaming 
camera. It also groups all the banks and frame 
grabbers utilized into a single camera object, which 
greatly simplifies the use of these cameras from the 
user’s perspective.” 

Cyros continues: “Even our eGrabber Studio application 
takes advantage of this new functionality to make 
viewing, recording and image data processing much 
more straightforward.”

Another frame grabber manufacturer that addresses 
stitching is BitFlow. This company, which has been 
developing industrial frame grabbers and imaging 
software since 1993, specializes in interfacing 
to cameras with high data and frame rates. The 
company also has expertise working in environments 
with complex triggering, input/output and CPU cycle 
requirements.

In addition to Camera Link and Differential (LVDS 
or RS422) interfaces, BitFlow has several product 
families that work with the CoaXPress protocol: its 
Cyton CXP multiple-link solutions, its Aon CXP single-
link solutions and its Claxon solutions for the more 
recent CXP-12 standard.

BitFlow frame grabbers interface with the Phantom 
S710 machine vision camera, as well as the previous 
Phantom S990. Because this camera’s data rate 
exceeds the speed of a single frame grabber, the 
camera, which incorporates 16 outputs, requires 
four Cyton CXP4 frame grabbers. It bears noting the 
camera will still run with one or two frame grabbers, 
however there will be a proportional reduction in the 
maximum frame rate. 

When the Phantom camera is running in two- or 
four-bank mode, its outputs interleave “chunks” 
of lines simultaneously to each connected frame 
grabber. These lines must be re-interleaved in the 
host PC. Cyton’s direct memory access (DMA) engine 
is powerful and flexible enough to perform this re-
interleaving task on the fly without any CPU usage. 

Frame Grabber Inputs

Aon CXP One single-link CXP-6 input

Cyton CXP2 One dual-link or two single-link CXP-6 inputs

Cyton CXP4 One quad-link, two dual-link or four  
single-link CXP-6 inputs

Claxon CXP1 One single-link CXP-12 input

Claxon CXP2 One dual-link or two single-link CXP-12 inputs

Claxon CXP4 One quad-link, two dual-link or four  
single-link CXP-12 inputs
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The following process outlines how users can interface 
Cyton frame grabbers with a Phantom Machine Vision 
camera:

System setup and testing with one Cyton. After 
installing the BitFlow SDK and running the installer, 
users will install one Cyton frame grabber into one 
PCI-e x8 or x16 Gen 2 or Gen 3 slot. They will then 
connect four CXP cables, configure the system for 
Single Frame Grabber Mode and test the system. By 
running BitFlow Preview, users can see live video 
from the camera. The maximum frame rate will be 
about one fourth of the camera’s maximum frame 
rate in Four Frame Grabber Mode. “It is helpful to use 
this mode to get the camera set up and focused,” says 
Donal Waide, Director of Sales, BitFlow.

Testing the system with four Cytons. Next, users will 
install four Cytons in four PCI-e x8 or x16 slots. The 
operating system will view each Cyton as four Virtual 
Frame Grabbers (VFG); because the S710 and previous 
S990 both require four Cytons for full resolution and 
frame rate, the operating system will therefore see 16 
VFGs. Users will only be using the first VFG on each 
Cyton, meaning they will be working with VFG0 on 
each board. At this point, it is important to establish 
which physical board corresponds to which VFG. To 
facilitate this step, each board has a small switch on 
the top near the CXP connectors. On each physical 
board, users can set this switch to a different value, 
then determine the switch value of each VFG.

The next step is to determine the order of Cytons in 
the PC. “We recommend setting the switches on the 
four Cytons so that the board switch settings are in the 
same order as the VFGs,” Waide explains. “This will 
make connecting cables less confusing.” Once users 
know the order of the Cytons, they can connect the 
camera’s 16 CXP cables to the Cytons. After this step, 
they can configure and test the system in Four Frame 
Grabber Mode by running BitFlow Preview four times.

Next, users will test the system using the BiFlow2x 
application. BiFlow2x is designed to acquire images 
from two or four frame grabbers simultaneously. 
It will then re-interleave the image lines from each 
Cyton so that the images in the memory appear exactly 
as they do on the image sensor. Images are then 
recorded to the host memory. After the images are 

captured, users can play them back using the VCR-
style controls or menu commands. They can also save 
image sequences to the disk for off-line processing. 
It is worth noting that the camera’s default power-up 
frame rate is 100 fps. Users can easily modify this rate 
by running BitFlow’s Ximilon application, which also 
provides controls for other camera settings.

EURESYS AND BITFLOW TACKLE 
THRASHING, ENABLING ULTRA-
HIGH FRAME RATE OPERATION
According to Euresys experts, thrashing at ultra-
high frame rates is the result of the high number of 
system interrupts that are normally sent at the end of 
an image frame to alert the host application software. 
In a normal scenario, one PCI-e interrupt is generated 
per image coming from the streaming camera. “When 
four banks are used, it’s as if you have four different 
four-lane cameras in the system,” Cyros explains. “As 
a result, you have to deal with four system interrupts 
per image when running the S640, S710 or S990 
camera in four-bank mode.” When users hit roughly 
10,000 images per second with these cameras, the 
number of interrupts jumps to 40,000 per second, 
which reaches the limit of any high-end CPU. “The 
CPU becomes completely occupied with handling 
these interrupts and can’t do much else,” Cyros says.

Phantom S640
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To address this thashing issue, Euresys frame grabbers 
can be easily configured to stack a user-settable 
number of successive images into larger, multi-image 
frames. As a result, they only need to generate system 
interrupts when the entire multi-image frame is ready. 
According to Cyros: “You can, for example, stack 20 
images in a single ‘frame.’ With the frame grabbers 
set up in this way via a simple user setting, you can 
now run at ‘frame rates’ that are 20 times faster than 
the PC’s prior maximum limit. Reducing the number of 
system interrupts thus eliminates the thrashing issue 
seen in ultra-high frame rate applications in PCs.”

BitFlow has two methods for handling the thrashing 
challenge that occurs at very high frame rates. “The 
goal is to avoid overwhelming the computer with a 
correspondingly high interrupt rate,” explains Waide. 
The first method, known as “interrupt decimation,” 
fires one system interrupt every N frames, with N 
representing a user-configurable number. “Once the 
value of N is set, the driver knows that each interrupt 
corresponds to N frames and will pass this information 
up to the user.”

While BitFlow has found that this method works well 
for continuous acquisition, issues can arise if a user 
wants to acquire, for example, 1,024 frames with N 
equaling 10. “In this scenario, the board won’t issue 
an interrupt after those remaining four frames,” Waide 
says. “Users have to ensure that N is an even multiple 
of the number of frames they want to acquire.”

The second method to address thrashing is to simply 
turn the system interrupt off and poll the board 
at a reasonably high rate — a method that works 
surprisingly well according to BitFlow experts. “The 
driver polls the board 1,000 times per second. For 
each poll, it takes a reading of how many new frames 
have come in, and this information is sent up to the 
user,” Waide says. 

“Because our boards don’t require CPU usage for 
the actual DMA of the image, this method will work 
regardless of the frame rate,” adds Reynold Dodson, 

President, BitFlow. “The polling just adds a tiny amount 
of CPU usage — certainly less than what’s needed to 
handle a high interrupt rate. In fact, we have tested 
this method up to 250,000 frames per second; the CPU 
is almost idle, and all frames are correctly captured.”

Users can easily enable both methods to avoid thrashing 
by using either BitFlow’s GUI apps or parameters sent 
to the application programming interface (API) — all 
of which are available in BitFlow’s SDK 6.40 (or later) 
software.

LEARN MORE
By offering innovative solutions to the data issues that 
arise from stitching and image thrashing at high frame 
rates, Euresys and BitFlow frame grabbers are an 
ideal complement to Phantom high-speed streaming 
cameras in MV applications.

To learn more about Vision Research high-speed  
imaging systems, please visit www.
phantomhighspeed.com. To learn more about Euresys 
and BitFlow frame grabber technologies, please visit 
www.euresys.com and www.bitflow.com.

ABOUT VISION RESEARCH 
Vision Research, a business unit of the Material Analysis 
Division of AMETEK Inc, designs and manufactures high-
speed cameras. The Phantom camera brand is known for 
unparalleled light sensitivity, image resolution, acquisition 
speed and image quality — necessities for analyzing high-
speed events.

Vision Research offers both standard and machine vision 
high-speed cameras to meet the needs of a variety of 
industries. Standard cameras with on-board memory from 
the VEO Series to the TMX Series are perfect for research 
and development applications. Phantom Machine Vision 
cameras offer the same high-quality imaging performance 
for applications that require real time processing or long-
record times. They provide the performance needed for 
challenging applications such as deformation cytometry 
and detailed electronics inspection.

http://www.phantomhighspeed.com
http://www.phantomhighspeed.com
http://www.euresys.com
http://www.bitflow.com

